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NEW QUESTION: 1
A network administrator is establishing a team between two HP MSM720 Controllers and must
define the connectivity settings (in the Controller >> Management > Teaming window). How
should the network administrator configure the VLAN ID and IP address that are used for the 's
communication channel?
A. Set the VLAN ID and IP address on each team member to unique values that are not used in
network profiles.
B. Set the VLAN ID and IP address on each team member to match any network profile assigned
as tagged to the port selected for the communications.
C. Set the VLAN ID and IP address on each team member to match any network profile assigned
to the port selected for the communications.
D. Set the VLAN ID and IP address on each team member to match any network profile assigned
as untagged to the port selected for the communications.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A system administrator is notified by a staff member that their laptop has been lost. The laptop
contains the user's digital certificate. Which of the following will help resolve the issue? (Select
TWO).
A. Issue a new digital certificate
B. Restore the certificate using a CRL
C. Mark the key as private and import it
D. Revoke the digital certificate
E. Restore the certificate using a recovery agent
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
The user's certificate must be revoked to ensure that the stolen computer cannot access
resources the user has had access to.
To grant the user access to the resources he must be issued a new certificate.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure DevOps release pipeline as shown in the following exhibit.
You need to complete the pipeline to configure OWASP ZAP for security testing.
Which five Azure CLI tasks should you add in sequence? To answer, move the tasks from the list
of tasks to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Defining the Release Pipeline
Once the application portion of the Release pipeline has been configured, the security scan
portion can be defined. In our example, this consists of 8 tasks, primarily using the Azure CLI
task to create and use the ACI instance (and supporting structures).
Otherwise specified, all the Azure CLI tasks are Inline tasks, using the default configuration
options.
Reference:
https://devblogs.microsoft.com/premier-developer/azure-devops-pipelines-leveraging-owaspzap-in-the-release-p
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